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Ladies fall to Bulldogs
After leading for the bulk
of the first half, the win
was just out of reach for
the women’s basketball
team who lost 55-53 in
last night’s matchup.

See page 15
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Student Government candidates participated in a debate on Greene Street on Feb. 10. The candidates discussed hot topics concerning their campaigns.

SG shapes campus community
Ross emphasizes
campaigns’ importance

College sex etiquette
Josh Dawsey
The Mix collected
guidelines from USC
students governing
everything from the walk
of shame to how to best
pleasure your partner.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Read about the candidates and
understand what they stand for.

for most students.
How can USC improve parking?
How can the University improve
i n t he wa ke of recent budget
cuts? And how can the University
become a safer ca mpus for al l
students?
“We are t he best veh icle for
advocating for change,” Ross said.
“Something said by or advocated

WINTER WEATHER

See page 11

Forecast for Columbia
predicts weekend snow

Tête à Tête

Jonathan Battaglia

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Austin Jessica
Jackson Hardin
Second-year Second-year
political science print journalism
student student

See page 10

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172

Mix

They’ll be speaking on your behalf
for the next 12 months.
T h a t ’s t h e a d v i c e S t u d e n t
Government President Meredith
Ross has for students before voting
Monday.
A f ter week s of campaig ning,
students can cast their ballots for
SG elect ions t h is Monday and
Tuesday. The issues are familiar

NEWS

It likely won’t be comparable
to the winter wallop residents of
the mid-Atlantic and northeast
s a w e a rl ie r t h i s w e e k , b u t
Columbia could see some frozen
precipitat ion of its ow n t his
evening.
The National Weather Service
is forecast i ng a m i x of ra i n
and snow starting after 5 p.m.,
changing to all snow before the
event ends around 1 a.m. Saturday
morning. Total accumulations are
expected to be around an inch.
H igher acc u mu lat ions are
forecast for areas south and east of
Columbia. A winter storm watch
is in effect for the Columbia area
and includes the city of Charleston
as well as Orangeburg, A iken
and Barnwell counties where the
storm could bring 1 to 3 inches

of snow.
On Thursday afternoon, the
storm had already dumped over
6 inches of snow in northern
Texas, with up to a foot possible
by Friday morning. Along the
I-20 corridor in A labama and
Mississippi, accumulations of 3 to
5 inches of snow are expected.
Randy Martin, Director of
Homeland Security for South
Carolina, said Columbia has plows
and salt trucks available in case
road conditions worsen Friday
night.
“Ever ything is set in place
and ready to go in case we do
get snow,” Martin said. “We are
prepared for the worst.”
Columbia’s largest snowfall on
record came on Feb. 9 and 10,
1973, when 13.5 inches of snow
blanketed the USC part of the
cit y, according to t he Sout h
Ca rol i na St ate Cl i matolog y
Office.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Preston Residential College sponsored a date auction in honor of
Valentine’s Day. All money raised will be donated for Haiti Relief.

Crime ranks nationally
Area of campus, Columbia
makes list for property risk
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

SG candidates
Wanna see more photos of
the candidates? Check out
our profiles and extended
galleries online.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

• Decrease your speed and leave yourself plenty
of room to stop. You should allow at least three
times more space than usual between you and
the car in front of you.
• Brake gently to avoid skidding. If your wheels
start to lock up, ease off the brake.
• Turn on your lights to increase your visibility
to other motorists.
— weather.com

Government ● 2

Date Auction

Cassity Brewer

Tips for driving safely on icy roads:

for by student government has the
full weight of the student body.”
And though student government
get s to help dec ide t u it ion
increases, allots f unding for all
organizations and decides what to
support around campus, students
on campus typically don’t vote.

Part of USC’s campus recent ly
ranked 14th on a list of 15 college areas
with the highest property crimes in the
nation. The reported neighborhood
includes the area near Whaley and
Assembly streets.
NeighborhoodScout and WalletPop
released a list of the 15 neighborhoods
with the highest crime rates that also
were in college towns last week. It is a
follow-up to the Web sites’ initial report
“15 Most Dangerous Neighborhoods
for Property Crime,” which happened
to include many neighborhoods adjacent
to major U.S. colleges.
The propert y crime rate for the

Columbia area listed in the report is
394 property crimes per 1000 residents.
However, USC Police Department
Director Ernest Ellis points out that
the area in the study only includes half
of the USC campus.
“It starts up here along Pickens
and really we only have a couple of
dormitories in that area. The vast
majority of that area is off-campus
housing. That’s largely the cit y of
Columbia’s area,” Ellis said.
The neighborhood includes Bates
West and Bates dormitories as well as
Olympia and Granby Mills apartments
and the entire Olympia area up until
Williams-Brice Stadium.
“[The article] leads you to believe that
we are the 14th worst in the country for
crimes and that’s absolutely not true if
you look at the overall crime rates for
Crime ● 2
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Dates benefit Haiti
Students, faculty participate
in Preston College’s annual
fundraising auction
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

if they don’t have a significant other,”
said Matt Judge, a fi rst-year economics
student . “It’s even better since it goes
towards Haiti.”
Sternemann was one of the 10 people
being auctioned off. Five were men and
five were women.
Hal French, a professor in the college,
prov ided t he i nt roduc t ion a nd Joe
Muscarella, t hird-year crim inolog y
and criminal justice student, was the
auctioneer of the dates. With his witty
sense of humor, French kept the crowd
chuckling with his introductions.
“The kids were all pretty good,” he
said.
Most in t he audience laughed t he
entire night. Some of the dates even
placed bids on each other. Pawel Glab,
a fourth-year accounting and finance
student , entertained the crowd with his
spontaneous bids.
“It was an amazing night of crazy
craziness,” said Glab.
Ev e r y d at e e a r ne d at le a s t $50 ,
but most earned more. The top t wo
dates were A nna Hodgson and Steve
Zimovan, who accumulated $140 and
$141 respectively. The winners of the
bids each received a rose and a date with
the intended person.
After the ten were auctioned off, the
night didn’t end. Random people were
chanted to go on-stage for bidding.
Even Muscarella placed himself for
auction.
“It’s a wonderful event and a great
cause,” he said.

One by one, the students walked up to
the heart — decorated stage for the sale.
A n introduction was given of each
student.
Within seconds, bids for a date were
being yelled out of the audience, and by
the end of the night, the fi nal proceeds
were over $1,000.
And the money all went to Haiti.
“It’s not called prostitution but rather
working hard to help other people out,”
participant Benjamin Sternemann said
with a laugh.
Dates were auctioned off left and right
at Currell College Thursday night for
the third-annual Date Auction hosted by
the Preston Residence College.
“It’s a lot of fun and we usually have
a good t ime auct ioning people off,”
said Caroline DeHaven, a second-year
business management student . “This
yea r ever yone had a more posit ive
attitude towards this.”
In previous years, the money from the
auction was given to Dance Marathon.
This year, the college chose to donate
the proceeds to the earthquake ravished
country.
The st udent s had t he auditoriu m
room nicely decorated with beautiful
designs and balloons.
“It’s a good way for people to cut loose Comments on this story?
and have fun for Valentine’s Day, even E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Jeremy Aaron/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Candidates running for exectuive office establish their platforms for the 2010 elections on
Greene Street during a debate.
Government ● Continued from 1
Voter turnout at USC has been low,
with less than 25 percent of the student
body voting.
It bothers Ross and other leaders in the
organization, who say they want more
student input to decisions.
“Think of SG as your spokesperson,”
Ros s sa id. “ You wou ld n’t ju st t r u st
anybody with that responsibility.”
Candidates for St udent Body Vice
President include Kate Allison, Buddy
Ballew, Taylor Cain and Steve Vereen .
Presidential candidates are Patrick Olson,

Crime ● Continued from 1
the campus,” Ellis said. “The university
actually has a very safe area.”
Wa l let Pop en s u re s t h at t he rep or t
is accurate, however, stating that their
methodolog y used reports by local law
enforcement agencies as well as data collected
by NeighborhoodScout . In t he report,
NeighborhoodScout claims their “method
provides an accurate representation of the
complete number and types of crimes that
truly occur within any city or town.”
Ellis still believes not enough research was
done on areas included within the university
boundaries.
“Whoever selected that area is obviously not
very familiar with the campus because most of
that area is not USC property,” he said.
Regardless, t he area does i nclude a
neighborhood predominantly inhabited by
USC students, and the report raises awareness
about the safety of those residing in student
housing such as Olympia Mills, the Lofts and
Bates West.
E r i n M a l lo y, a t h i rd -y e a r f a s h io n
merchandising student, lives in Aspyre,
an apartment communit y located at the
intersection of Whaley and Assembly streets,
and said she has concerns when it comes to
walking alone from her apartment to class,
but she also understood the situation when she
moved off-campus.
“I miss living on campus because it is safer,
but I think if students are planning on living
off-campus they should be aware of the risks,”
Malloy said.

A lex St roman, Ebbie Yazdani, Drew
Kirchhofer and Justin Cromer.
Peter Schaeffing is unopposed in his
race for treasurer.
Results will be announced Tuesday
night on the third f loor lobby of the
Russell House. If a candidate doesn’t
receive at least 50 percent of the vote,
s t ude nt s w i l l vot e i n a r u nof f t he
following week bet ween t he top t wo
vote-getters.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Malloy and her roommates have not had any
issues while living in Aspyre.
“It’s not like I’ve ever felt unsafe or afraid.
I don’t k now anyone who has had their
apartment broken into, and I’ve never had any
problems,” she said.
Ellis suggests students research their offcampus living before making a choice on
where to live.
“One of the first things they should do is
look at access to the complex,” she siad. “Is it
a gated community or not? Ask the resident
manager what the safety precautions are for
your area.”
But is living on-campus really safer than
living off-campus?
First-year nursing st udent Kendrick
Cottingham said he has never doubted his
safety while living in Bates West.
“I feel pretty safe. There’s lights on the
bridge from Bates West to the Russell House,
so walking is pretty safe,” he said.
Cottingham has seen cases of property
crimes this year, however.
“I’ve seen some instances out in the parking
lot where people got their cars broken into ...
It’s not affecting me, but I bet if my car was
broken into I’d be upset, too,” he said.
The worst neighborhood on t he
NeighborhoodScout list is the University
of California — Santa Barbara, with 1019
property crimes per 1000 residents. The
University of Texas-Austin falls just one spot
below the University of California with 613
crimes per 1000 residents.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students bid to win dates with 10 students as part of Preston College’s annual date auction.
Funds raised at the event usually go to fund Dance Marathon, but money raised this year
will support the relief effort in Haiti.

Get involved in the USC Haiti
Relief efforts. Make a donation of
at least $10 to the American Red
Cross Haiti Relief Fund and receive
a “Gamecocks Helping Haiti” T-shirt.
T-shirts are now available at the
information desk on the second floor
of the Russell House. Cash, check
and Carolina Card accepted for
donations.
RH Info Desk Hours:
Monday — Saturday: 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday: 8:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.

therapeutictouchmassage2008.com
Relax, rejuvenate & Learn • We come to you
• Special student rates
• Great for student groups,
organizations or events!

FOLLOW US
ONLINE
FACEBOOK
Become a fan of
The Daily Gamecock

any closer & you’d be
on the 50 yard line

new low rates | now leasing for Fall 2010
uoaks.com
803.252.2634
21 NATIONAL GUARD RD
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Nautical club sets sail
at USC this semester
Informal sailing course peaks
student interest, inspires
formation of new group

INTERNATIONAL

Haitian judge poised to release US missionaries
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The 10
U.S. missionaries facing trial for trying
to take a busload of children out of Haiti
should be released from jail while an
investigation continues, a Haitian judge
said Thursday, giving the Americans their
best news since their arrests nearly two
weeks ago.
Judge Bernard Saint-Vil has the final
word on whether to free the missionaries,
though he gave the prosecutor — general
the opportunity to raise objections. He
said he was accepting defense attorneys’
r e q u e s t t o p r o v i s io n a l l y f r e e t h e
Americans while an investigation of the
case continues.
It is unclear when the missionaries,
most from an Idaho Baptist church group,
might be released, and Saint-Vil said it was
too early to say whether they would be
able to leave this earthquake — crippled
Caribbean nation if granted provisional
freedom. It is also unclear what bearing
releasing the missionaries might have on

Derek Legette

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Cr u ising on t he waters w ill be a
new addition to the number of USC
activities students can fi nd on campus.
T he Ca rol i n a Sa i l i ng C lub wa s
officially created this semester.
“The motivation for starting the club
simply came from the desire of students
to continue sailing,” said Jay Lucas ,
commodore, or president, of the group.
A f ter an informal sailing class in
recent years, more students expressed
interest in taking part and advancing to
the next level, Lucas said.
“After becoming hooked on sailing it
was difficult for many of us to just write
it off and walk away,” he said. “The
sailing club was born.”
A ll club expenses will be covered
by the $45 dues plus club fundraising.
Typical expenses will include gas money,
upkeep costs for any equipment they
may acquire and protective clothing for
members. Clothing will include gloves
and gear designed for foul weather.
The club’s leading positions include
the president, which is referred to as
“Commodore,” vice president or “Vice
Com modore,” secret ar y, t reasu rer,
equipment manager and media relations.
The officers will have the responsibility
of coordinating club activities which
mainly take place off-campus.
“Weather permitting we try to get
on the water at least twice a month and
even find positions on race crews for
students in one of Lake Murray’s many
regattas,” Lucas said.
Most of the club’s events will be at
Lake Murray until they receive further
clearance.
“Sailing is a very technical sport that
takes years to become competitive at so
we try to coordinate with the Columbia
Sa i l i ng Club to get st udent s more
experience t ime,” Lucas said. Lucas
said that they tr y to cooperate with
t he Columbia Sailing Club in order
to give students more experience with
sailing. Those interested can join the
club’s Facebook page of University of
Sout h Carolina Sailing so t hey can
receive information on the club waiver
and driver form, which Lucas plans on
uploading so students can download

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS

whether they go to trial.
Saint — Vil on Thursday privately
questioned the last of a group of parents
who said they willingly gave their children
to the Baptist missionaries, believing the
Americans would educate and care for
them.
“After listening to the families, I see the
possibility that they can all be released,”
Saint — Vil told The Associated Press. “I
am recommending that all 10 Americans
be released.”
It wasn’t known late Thursday whether
the prosecutor had received Saint — Vil’s
formal recommendation. The prosecutor
couldn’t be reached for comment.
The A mericans were charged last
week with child kidnapping and criminal
association after being arrested Jan. 29
while trying to take 33 children, ages 2 to
12, across the border to an orphanage they
were trying to set up in the Dominican
Republic.

NATIONAL

Washington mayor criticized over snow

Courtesy University of South Carolina Sailing

The club hopes to help USC students get more
practical time out on the water by taking trips
together twice a month.
them and fi ll them out.
The meetings are few and far between
because they can only do so much in a
classroom. Eventual goals will be to hold
enough smaller craft that when good
weather strikes qualified club members
ca n r u n dow n to t he la ke a nd t a ke
advantage of Columbia’s local resources.
Lucas has big plans for the club, but
essentially he said all members will “sail,
race, educate, enjoy.”

WASHINGTON — The mayor of the
nation’s capital and other politicians are
feeling the heat for not moving faster to
clear the streets of snow after the historic
back — to — back blizzards that slammed
the East Coast.
“Right now I’m miserable. We still
can’t get out,” said Carolyn Ward, who
serves on a neighborhood commission
in Washington. “If they had a plan, it
wasn’t a good one.”
In Washington, which was blanketed
with about 18 inches of snow over the
weekend and 10 more on Tuesday and
Wednesday, residents complained that
snow removal by Mayor Adrian Fenty’s
administration seemed arbitrary, with
some streets plowed numerous times,
ot hers not at all. At one point, 25
percent of the city’s snowplows were out
of commission, having broken down on
the hard snow, officials said.
Politicians heard similar complaints

about slow or haphazard snow removal
in Pittsburgh, Baltimore and outlying
areas of Maryland.
How quickly the elected officials get
rid of the stuff could determine their
political futures, a hard lesson learned
over the years by some big-city mayors.
“Snow, politically, in Washington —
in most places — is a very high-stake
poker game,” said former Washington
M ayor M a r ion Ba r r y, now a c it y
councilman. He was heavily criticized
in 1987 for vacationing in California
during the Super Bowl as snowstorms
paralyzed his city for five days. “People
are very emotional about snow.”
A Washington Examiner editorial
Thursday declared, “Mayor Fenty fails
the snow test,” noting that stores and
other businesses that rely on private
snow removal ser vices cleared their
property more quickly than the city did.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

LOCAL

Gov. Sanford copes with wife’s book tour
South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford
said Thursday he has been taking care
of his four children while his wife has
been on the national media circuit
promot i ng her memoi r about t he
couple’s marriage and breakup.
A week after Jenny Sanford published
“Staying True,” Sanford told reporters
he hasn’t yet read the book but will. He
added he has not watched the national
broadcast interviews featuring his wife
promoting the book.
“She does a good job at anything
she does,” he said. “I haven’t watched
the interviews. I’ve been busy with the
boys in the evening in her absence and
work during the day.”
Mark Sanford disappeared for five
days last summer, only to return and
adm it an af fair w it h an A rgent ine
woman. His staff told reporters he was
hiking the Appalachian Trail.
Jenny Sanford filed for divorce in
December on the grounds of adultery,
a divorce that will be final later this

month. She has been living with the
couple’s four sons on Sullivan’s Island
while the governor has remained at the
Governors Mansion in Columbia.
Jen ny Sa nford has appeared on,
among other programs, ABC’s “20/20,”
CN N’s “Larr y K ing Live” and the
Comedy Channel’s “The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart.”
Some of t he i nter v iew s haven’t
been kind to the governor, with his
wife telling Stewart “there is nobody
cheaper than this guy.”
A sked if he is bot hered by such
interviews, the governor replied simply
“that comes with the territory” and
that writing the book “wasn’t my call.”

— The Associated Press Writer

FOLLOW US
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2010

With the 2010 Student Government elections drawing near,
decide for yourself who should become the new face of USC.

VOTE

2010

Ebbie Yazdani
E

bbie Yazdani gave his cell phone number out to over
300 organization presidents last fall. As SG Treasurer, he
said he wanted every organization on campus to know how to
talk about funding with him. And while Yazdani knows every organization
didn’t get as much money as they’d liked, he thinks his communication
skills can make him a great student body president.

Facts:
— Lives at home with his parents in Irmo

Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Alex Stroman
H

e was once called “Alex the Great” by Garnet and
Black Magazine, but Alex Stroman is convinced he’s just
an everyday Carolina student. He serves as SG Vice President,
but he’s quick to note he’s not obsessed with the organization. He’s in
a fraternity, but he’s quick to note he has friends outside the group. He
once served as president of USC’s College Republicans but is quick to
point out flaws in the party.

— Loves playing ping-pong in the Russell House

Facts:

Why
are you the best
candidate?

— Chester, SC native

I have the combination of experience as an
executive office, also the experience of working
with student organizations one-on-one. It’s been
good to be both a facilitator and work with student
organizations.

— Phi Kappa Sigma member
— Singer in multiple groups, including Sound Check
— Met both President Clinton and President Bush in church

What
can we do better
financially?

What is one thing you must get
accomplished as president?

Some of the stuff we’ve spent on have been
really good. We’ve done a solid job reaching out
to students through the Multicultural Forum, Blitz
Week. A lot of stuff can be accomplished if we just
talk to students. That doesn’t cost any money. Little
things like that are going to help. Looking ourselves
as an advocacy group we can spend our money
better and a lot of the bickering gets pushed to the
side.

The safe-ride taxi system. It’s the biggest part of my
platform because it’s really needed. We need to fix out a system
where students can get to area attractions safely, and we need to
make sure at the same time when we’re spending money we’re
spending it wisely for off-campus and on-campus students. This
has worked profitably at other places.

Why are you the best candidate?
I’m the best candidate in this race because I believe that I
have the vision, the relationships, and I believe I have the record
that proves to students that each and every time, I’m working
for students here at Carolina. I have the vision, the goal, and the
relationships. I have pretty big plans for Carolina. Whether its
being a legislative aide at the State House to knowing a good
many of the candidates for governor personally — being able
to call them up on the cell phone. Personally knowing mayoral
candidates for Columbia — being able to start on day one. It’s
about getting started on day one.
We need political parties in SG. It’s allowing people to work
together and get something done.

GA MECOCK
Keri Goff / THE DA ILY
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Justin Cromer
L

ast year, SG President Meredith Ross said Justin Cromer
was the Senator most likely to be found in “Gone with the
Wind.” His country drawl and love for country music help explain
why. He’s served as Student Services Chairman of the senate, and he’s
been responsible for much legislation in the organization.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Singing in front of everyone at the Homecoming Showcase.
I’ve been a singer all my life, but singing in front of thousands of
members of the student body was a different experience.

Facts:
— Played hockey in high school
— Best experience in college — living in McBryde freshman year

Drew Kirchhofer
D

rew Kirchhofer’s been here before. Last year, he ran for
SG President. In the general election, he received the most
votes. He didn’t receive 50 percent, though, and in the run-off election
with Meredith Ross, Kirchhofer came up short. This year, he’s hoping to
change his luck and take over.

— Considers his faith most important part of his life

“They’ve torn down McBryde D now, but I met a lot
of my best friends there freshman year,” Cromer
said. “It was the best year of my life.”

Facts:
— He’s from Dallas, Texas.
— Member of Sigma Chi Fraternity
— Has a sister living in Cameroon studying French

Why run again this year after losing in
the run-off?
The reasons I wanted to run last year haven’t changed this year.
I still see a lot of potential for SG to better serve the students and
produce more tangible results. While it was disappointing that I wasn’t
able to win last year and I came so close, it doesn’t mean that will
dissuade me from my same passion last year.

What are three things you must
accomplish in one year?

What are the three most important
things in your platform?

Parking — trying to turn Senate and Pendleton Streets in payper-hour garage. Problems around Russell House and near the
Coliseum.
We’ve opened up relations with two years with the city of
Columbia. We met with Mayor Coble and developed relations. I
would like to define our campus, put Gamecocks on the streets.
I’d like to make this place feel like campus.
Lighting crosswalks and call boxes for safety. Students need to
feel safe on campus. If they can’t feel safe, we’re doing them a
great injustice.

One — Bringing the Carolina Card off campus. In the past, through
these elections and students talking about it, it’s something we can’t
bring this much attention to and not achieve. It keeps coming up because
the students have continually voiced it’s important. Two — To address the
financial strain caused by textbooks on students every single year. You
have tuition and then textbooks. We need to address that in a number
of different ways. Three — Improve parking here on campus. Unless we
make improvements, parking has to be fixed. The cost of garage spots
need to be lowered. The cards they offer at city meters — install those
on campus meters. We need to make ticket payment and online appeals
through VIP. It’s hard to get to Pendleton Garage.

What is your message to the
students about why they should
entrust with you the role of SG
President?

Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Anna Edwards asked me to be the emcee
of First Night Carolina. It’s kind of nerve-racking
to be told you’re going to have to keep a group
entertained while we do the program. But it was
such an awesome experience to be on the field at
Williams Brice Stadium talking to the community.
I met Darrin Horn, Dawn Staley. It was a really
awesome experience.

What has been your best experience
so far at Carolina as a person?

Created an environmental affairs committee. Along with
other groups across campus, was able to take us from a C
sustainability rating to an A- rating in one year.

Keri Go

What has been your coolest
Carolina experience?

“I just love playing basketball and
I play with my friends all the time,”
Yazdani said. “I always wanted to be
tall so I could be a basketball player
when I was younger. But I still love
playing.”

What is something you’re really
proud of in your work with SG?

ff / THE DA ILY GA ME
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I would say it’s two things. I think I have that strong leadership
style to motivate those people around me. I believe I have this
ambition and this dogged determination that I’m not going to be
satisfied with mediocre results and change things that are important.
I’m going to have a plan and step by step process.

At the end of the day, I’m a student just like they are. I feel like I
deal with the same problems and I’ve got the record that shows
my commitment to them and to this university.

How would you describe yourself?
“I’m a fairly simple person that gets enjoyment out of small, crazy
things in life that don’t mean as much to some people. I feel like
I’m consistent. I stay true to my word. At the end of the day,
when someone walks away from me, I want them to feel like they
can trust me.”

Why are you the best candidate?

Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“I feel like the Horseshoe is the
most beautiful and historic part
of campus,” Kirchhofer said.
“It really makes us think about
where we’ve come from.”

What do you think is one thing you’d want
the student body to know about you?
I’m just an average student like them. I’m here to work hard and
have a good time. I understand the culture of this place, I understand
who they are and what they want. I want to be the leader because I
think I can represent who we are.
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Facts:

Patrick Olson
P

— University ambassador

atrick Olson is proud of the fact he is not involved in SG.
He is the only candidate running for the top two offices
in the organization that doesn’t have a current link to SG, and
he considers it his biggest strength. Student Government is flawed and
needs new ideas and reform, Olson said. And that’s why he wants to be
SG President.

— Orientation leader
— From Massachusetts

What are USC’s best qualities?

2010

What could leaders have done more?

Buddy Ballew
B

uddy Ballew hasn’t been in SG for the past year, but
he’s proud of his former record. Ballew served as Student
Services Chairman for the 2008-2009 academic year and worked
to bring Chik-Fil-A to campus, only for them to back out “at the last
minute,” he says. Now he’s running for SG Vice President because he
thinks the current leadership just isn’t doing enough for students.

Its willingness to work with students. It’s a cooperation between
faculty and staff. One cannot succeed without the other. Every person
I’ve met with welcomed me with open arms. There’s a big push to help
students. It knows where its weaknesses are and is always willing to
improve.

I want to reconnect students with their student government.
There’s a disconnect and students don’t know what’s going on within
the organization.

What are you proudest of in your
record?

My whole platform consists of stuff I can accomplish or at
least start for another president to finish. I’d like a big push for course
syllabi on time for classes to start. I’d like to put a big push on grade
distribution and course evaluation. I’d like to make it electronic and
easier. I’d like to improve dining situation — the hours, the service and
the quality of food.

Within two weeks of being a freshman senator, I started the free
printing week at Thomas Cooper Library. I had no idea so I did it off
the cuff. Talked to the library dean and asked him if we could do it and
that’s something that helped the students first hand. That’s something
I’d like to see in the future if we could get the money for.

What brought you to South Carolina
from Massachusetts?

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

You’d be surprised how often I get that question. I hear it almost
every single day. I don’t have a set reason why I came here. A friend
recommended this school here, I took the tour and felt connected
immediately. This is the place for me. I love the big school, the big
opportunities, the big sports, the advisers, the Horseshoe. I love the
Carolina community. The State House is right there, the capitol is right
there. You’re in the center of a growing state.

Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Facts:

Steve Vereen
S

teve Vereen loves being a “South Carolina guy.” He
enjoys the outdoors and being Southern. He calls the
Carolina community a great thing and spends most of his time
talking to others praising the University’s positives. The second-year
senator wants to take over as SG Vice President after one year as a senator
in the business school.

— From Myrtle Beach
— Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity
— Attended every home football game in the last 10 years

What is SG not doing well?

What has been your best experience as
a person here at Carolina?

ECOCK
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rar y is just a quiet and
“The South Carolinian Lib
Ballew said.
beautiful place to study,”

It would have to be the Kentucky game a couple years ago.
It was on a Thursday night and it poured rain. It was my favorite
experience — missed the whole upset ... most fun I’ve had with
80,000 [people] in the pouring rain.

Facts:

Taylor Cain
S

he lost by 12 votes last year to Alex Stroman and vowed
to never run again. But after reconsideration, Taylor Cain
came back this year as Stroman’s running mate for student body
vice president. Cain, whose typical attire is jeans and a T-shirt, speaks
casually with a laugh. But she’s got the record. She is Resident Mentor of
the Year for USC, currently serves as an advisor to Freshman Council
and works with freshman in the University 101 program. Now, she wants
to run the student senate as SG Vice President.

Our senators aren’t spending a lot of time talking to their
particular schools. We aren’t getting out and listening to the
students’ voices. We’re doing things necessary for the organization
to function — but not doing stuff students are aiming to attain.

at the
Steve Vereen hangs out with friends
kick
to
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he
Oyster Roast candidate rally
VP.
for
ing
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is
off his campaign. Vereen
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“Baseball was my outlet in high school. It’s
something I’m really passionate about,”
Vereen said. “It’s the thing I miss the most.”

just want to ask Kate how London’s going.
It was the question Taylor Cain asked during Wednesday’s
candidates debate on Greene Street, highlighting the fact
SG Vice President candidate Kate Allison is running for office while
overseas. Allison’s spent her entire career at USC as a member of Student
Government and friends from all over campus are running her campaign
in her absence. She’ll be back in the states by the inauguration, whether
she wins or loses.

— Frequent concertgoer

What are two things you’ d like to see
accomplished as VP?

My charisma. I can go out and get things done. The more you
know about someone, the better you can serve them. The students
of this student body. I can learn so much from them. My charisma
can carry over to them.

What do you want students to know
about you?
I want students to know that I honestly do care. I hear the
complaints that they have — that “SG doesn’t matter because it doesn’t
do anything” or “who cares about Student Government.” I want students
to believe in SG again — to believe in the students that are willing to work
on their behalf. It’s time students have faith that SG can and will work for
them with the right leadership at the helm. I hope to be that leadership.

Parking system. We need a tiered parking plan. Incoming
freshman might not like it that much, but it’s been successful at the
College of Charleston and rewards people who have been here longer.

Best experience as a Gamecock?

Healthy Carolina. Student Government has a huge power
to make sure the student body is aware of health promotions, flu
vaccines and those sorts of things.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“Patterson Hall is where I’ve lived
since Freshman Year and the
experience has made me the person
that I am,” Cain said.

We need to start some kinds of initiatives for students that
are driven and right-minded for students to create green energy.
The potential that our students hold here to make it even better is
phenomenal.

London is amazing. I’m so thankful for the experience. I’m not able
to really enjoy it during elections and I don’t really sleep. But I’m trying to
balance two of my passions at once. I really tried hard to come over here
and forget about Student Government, give myself a little break from the
constant work and stress I put into it at school, but it wasn’t till I got here
did I realize how much I missed it. Even if it means not enjoying London
for a little bit, so be it, I really just care about the future of SG and our
school so much.

eter Schaeffing isn’t in a tough race for SG Treasurer. In
fact, he isn’t in a race at all. For the second year in a row, the
treasurer position within SG is uncontested. But Schaeffing says
not to worry about the lack of competition. He thinks he’s the perfect
man for the job.

— Columbus, Ohio
— Started Carolinians Combating Poverty
— Just completed a triathlon

What do you want to do as treasurer?
Let’s make sure we’re spending our money efficiently and not
wasting our money. Beyond that, I do want to do a lot with student
organizations because I think whether or not you’re directly involved
with one or not, they can impact your career as a Gamecock. Reserve
some funds for new student organizations that become eligible
between budgeting periods.

What needs work in SG and how can you
fix it?

What has been your best experience at
Carolina?
I have to start where it all began. Living in Maxcy my freshman
year was such a big part of my experience. I got a lot of my best
friends from there.

What do you have no other candidate
possesses?
I believe I’m a huge people person. I not only care about the
working relationship I have with those I work with and represent, I care
about the personal relationship as well. I’m incredibly extroverted and
LY GAM ECOCK
Jeremy Aaron / THE DAI
am not afraid to fight for what I believe in. I believe I can offer I different
VP even though she’s approach to this position, one that not only is efficient and productive,
Kate Allison is running for
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but what that encourages members of SG to work together and help
studying abroad this seme
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each other out with initiatives. So I think the true thing that sets me
for the inauguration in Ma
apart is how much I actually care about the potential we have to change
things and I have such a great passion and love for it.

My favorite experience as a Gamecock would have to be beating
the top-ranked Kentucky Wildcats in basketball a few weeks ago. The win
was awesome, but being able to sing the alma mater while standing on
the court with all the other students who went down there was surreal.
Nothing beats being a Gamecock. And that night, more than ever in my
years here, has it felt so great.

Facts:

Peter Schaeffing
P

Communication definitely needs work. Our leaders need to not
only have an open door policy but go out and talk to your constituents
as well. Members within SG need to meet with each other more. As
vice president I would strive to be at as many committee meetings as
possible, because as a chair I know that’s what all the chair’s wanted,
for the VP to be there for them and help them in their initiatives.

Courtesy of Kate Allison

— 2009 Resident Mentor of the Year

What makes you more qualified?

How is London?

Kate Allison
I

— From Gaston, S.C.

I’d love to see the senate work more efficiently for students. It’s
time to see good news on the front page of the newspaper instead of the
latest SG drama. Finally, I’m ready to see a Center for Advisement. It’s
time students feel confident when they leave their advisement sessions.
It’s time for full-time faculty devoted to advisement and not teaching
classes and researching for their next book. It would take pressure off of
instructors and give students more peace of mind.

Three things we can tackle:
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

They could have done more to involve the student body. The
one thing I hear over and over is bringing down textbook prices. As
a representative, we can’t bring down prices. They could haggle with
the bookstore to bring down rental prices. They could do more to get
out information to the student body to buy their books from another
source. They simply can’t bring down textbook prices. I don’t mean to
bash my competition, but they could do a lot more.

What is most important about your
platform?

What are three things you have to
accomplish without feeling like a failure?

“As a University Ambassador , I spend
a lot of time there. It was the first place
I visited when I came to Carolina and I
immediately fell in love with it,” Olson
said.
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“Maxcy College was where every thing
started for me at Carolina,” Schaeffing
said. “It’s where I made a lot of my best
friends and grew as a person.”

Why do you think people should trust
you as treasurer?
Pretty qualified based on my track here. I’m an economics
major and have had a lot of success here as a student. I’ve got the
leadership capability to stay focused and get things done. I don’t
know the whole SG system yet, so I think that can be an advantage. I
won’t be affected by that.
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‘Staying True’ ruins
Sanford’s reputation
“I’m not trying to get even, really.”
Perhaps so, Jenny Sanford. But we at The Daily
Gamecock assume you are tr ying to get paid. The
s w i f t ne s s w it h wh ic h “St ay i ng Tr ue,” Sa n ford’s
autobiography, was issued in the wake of the affair’s
revelation was astounding. Yes, it was in the works long
before the fi asco began, but the fact that it is out now
is too timely for coincidence. Mark Sanford might as
well have announced his wife’s new book in midst of his
tearful revelation.
Back when news of the
Jenny Sanford affair
broke, we were calling
for Mark Sanford to keep
is contributing to quiet about the affair and
stop making himself look
the already negative even more ignorant. Now
his ex-wife, who defends
stigma of the state.
herself in a recent interview
with Larry King by saying
that “I spent a good, long
time trying to keep it very private,” has caused this
embarrassment to the state of South Carolina to reemerge by reliving it in her newest cash cow. Not only
is she contributing to the already negative stigma of the
state that she is supposed to love, she is lowering our
respect for her.
When Sanford first said she was divorcing her husband,
we praised her for being the fi rst in a long line of political
wives to stand up for herself and kick her cheating spouse
to the curb, instead of standing by his adulterous side.
But her book and recent interviews convey that she
knew of her husband’s infidelity for a long time, thus
putting her in league with the passive Hillary Clinton
and Elizabeth Edwards. She also agreed to marry her
husband even though he refused to make a vow with the
word “faithful” in it.
Her book, which she says she wrote to inspire those
women who appreciated the fact that she got a divorce,
is having the opposite effect. Like her husband, the more
she opens up, the less we want to hear.

Tête à Tête
Austin makes suggestions to men
on executing smooth Valentine’s Day plans,
tips to singles on how to survive holiday
The most commercialized holiday this side of Christmas
is Sunday. That valentine you made for her at the Feminist
Majority Leadership Alliance table on Wednesday will not
fray the cost.
That’s right, bros. That overplayed, over-prioritized holiday
known as Valentine’s Day is coming. If you have someone on
the brain, no matter what she says — even if
you have the most laid-back girlfriend in the
universe — you’re still expected to open the
bank account ... more ... no, more than that ...
to show her what she already knows. Yeah, I’m
talking to you.
You, with the girlfriend or the boyfriend or
the fiance(e) or spouse: you lucky bastard. Your
Austin
significant other wants to remind you every
Jackson
waking day of your life of that fact. Frankly, Second-year print
political science
there are some who don’t care for lavish gifts,
student
but not acknowledging Valentine’s Day is like
giving your five-year-old sister clothes, and
nothing else, for Christmas when she expects toys of none
other than some character advertisers made up to boost sales.
With this in mind — and mind you the 14th falls on Sunday
this year — here’s what I’d do:
Buy your gifts either today or Saturday if you live in
Riverside or Garnet Riverwalk; Cayce and Lexington County
still have blue laws on the books closing stores until 1:30 p.m.
On that note, not many boutiques on this side of the Congaree
River will be open on Sunday either — not because of blue
laws, but because these shops are usually open five or six days
a week anyway.
Wherever the heck you buy your gift from, it is important
for your giftee to not know the price of the gift. Hide the
receipt. Try to take off the price sticker if you can. This is
because some may find you more frugal than Mark Sanford if
they found out how much you paid. And no, business students,
that is not a good thing. Some people wrongly equate gift
worth to how much their significant other feels about them.
If you’re single, like I am, I know we’d usually shrug it off,
boycott all this love in the air. But if we did that, we wouldn’t
feel human. As human beings, to love is part of the human
condition. So, this is what I suggest: this weekend, get in touch
with some friends you haven’t been in touch with in a while.
It can be one of your thousand Facebook friends or your three
hundred Twitter followers, it can be someone you liked in
high school who you want to bring some closure with or it can
be that cute girl on a track scholarship you met at Welcome
Week two years ago and have only seen in passing since. It
doesn’t have to be extravagant here; just meet up somewhere,
pick up a phone and have a conversation. You might make
someone’s day.
And that’s how we survive Valentine’s weekend, gentlemen.

Jessica advises guys to avoid clichés,
plan relationship appropriate celebrations
in order to create holiday to remember
It’s that time again love birds: Valentine’s Day. The
time to show your significant other how much you
care. No Valentine’s Day would be complete without a
romantic gesture from your honey. Trust me, girls like
romantic, not cheesy. Guys, think you are ready for the
big day? Take these tips below to ensure your day is
sweet enough to make Cupid proud.
— A l l g i rls have ex pec t at ions on
Valentine’s Day, even if they claim it’s
just another average day. Take some time
away from the bros and spend quality
time with your lady. It’s sure to make
your sweetie swoon.
— Try to avoid cliches. Not all girls
Jessica
w i l l enjoy a box of chocolate s a nd
Hardin
some f lowers. If your girl is trying to
Second-year print
avoid those unnecessary calories, don’t
journalism student
derail her efforts with a huge box of
deliciousness. Look up recipes of savory
but figure-friendly treats. Also, flowers are great while
they last, but try to come up with a more original way
of showing your adoration.
— Don’t overdo it. If you are not at the point in your
relationship where a candlelit dinner is appropriate,
think of something else. The last thing you want to
do is scare away your valentine by being too much, too
soon.
— Surprises are great, but subtly prepare your date
for the evening’s events. If you are going to a five-star
restaurant, don’t let your sweetie walk out in jeans and
a T-shirt. She will feel underdressed, and it will kill the
mood.
— Most importantly, be yourself. If your relationship
doesn’t fit into the cookie-cutter mold of drive-in
movies and dancing, don’t force it. Valentine’s Day is
about enjoying time together. It doesn’t require fancy
plans.
Keep these things in mind while planning your
Valentine’s Day, and you are sure to have a night you
and your date will never forget. Wink, wink.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY TO ONE OF OUR COLUMNISTS?
SOMEONE DISS YOUR BROS OR YOUR POLITICS? SET
THEM STRAIGHT IN THE COCKBLOCK. SHOOT AN E-MAIL TO
SAGCKVEW@MAILBOX.SC.EDU. WE’LL PRINT IT IN THE PAPER,
AND GIVE THE COLUMINIST A CHANCE TO RESPOND. DEFEND YOUR
IDEAS IN PRINT, BE THE ONE TALKING FOR ONCE.

Harris irreplaceable component of ‘The Deadliest Catch’
Death of Cornelia Marie
captain signals end of most
powerful era in reality TV
This past Tuesday signaled a very sad
shif t in t he saga of one of Discover y
Channel’s most successful shows ever:
“The Deadliest Catch.” For the few who
don’t k now, the show follows the lives
of Alaskan crab fishermen during their
perilous journeys out on the Bering Sea.
Alaskan crab fishermen have the highest
per capita on-the-job fatality rate of any
workers in A merica , hence the show’s
name. Unfortunately, Phil Harris, captain
of the Cornelia Marie, died Tuesday from
complications of a stroke that he suffered
in January.
I, along with millions of other viewers
across the globe, followed the moves of
Harris and the other captains and their
crews once a week while they patrolled
the seas, looking to strike it rich with
highly coveted Alaskan crab. Harris was
among a core group of skippers who have
been followed by cameras since the show’s

premier in 2005. Harris, Sig Hansen and
the Hillstrand brothers — Johnathan and
A ndy — came to be k nown as a hardcharging group of captains that drove
their boats hard and their crews harder.
Usually seen with a cigarette dangling
from his mouth and a Red Bull close at
hand, Harris’ health had been questionable
at best several times, and last season he
had to leave the boat mid-trip after a wave
rocked the boat and injured him.
As a fan, I enjoyed the weekly showing
of toughness that the captains emitted,
although they frequently let out their
anger for low crab counts, loss of gear to
ice or incompetent greenhorns in bursts
of screaming fury. But that was part of
the spirit of the show because, let’s face
it, nobody would enjoy watching a fishing
boat captain being pleasant all of the time.
The drama is entertaining and we live in a
schadenfreude society.
The past season became particularly
dramatic due to record-breaking ice, the
injury Harris sustained and the loss of
almost the entire crew of a vessel-which
was not part of the show but still affected
the characters. Though the show may

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

still have Sig Hansen and the Hillstrands,
but, again, what would the boys from
“Entourage” be if one of the cast members
was killed off?
In a world plagued by crappy realit y
t ele v i s io n a nd u s ele s s s how s ab out
anything and everything, centered around
washed-up celebrit ies t r y ing to keep
their faces in the spotlight, “Deadliest
Catch” has been one of those programs
that viewers can still turn to for a dose
of actual reality. It can’t get much more
real than being on a boat in the middle
of an ocean where the water temperature
is below freezing and at any moment you
could fall overboard or be crushed by a pot
brimming with crab that weighs as much
as a recalled Toyota.
Could t he show st ill prov ide t hose
thrills without Harris? Of course, but
after becoming so accustomed to him it
just won’t be the same. No matter what
the producers have planned, Captain Phil
Harris will be remembered as one of the
great TV personalities of the decade and
will be sorely missed by many people.

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

seem repet it ive af ter t he sa me basic
structure for the last five years, I think
this past season was the best yet, and the
upcoming one this spring will probably
continue that trend. As a fan though, I
would like for it to be the
captains’ last run.
As with any reality show,
viewers over time will feel
like they have become close
to t he program’s subjects,
almost to t he point where
they would consider them a
Jeremy
Aaron
friend, in an abstract sense.
First-year visual
W h i le I don’t t h i n k Ph i l
communications
Harris was a friend of mine
student
by any means, I and a lot of
my friends who have enjoyed
the show so far grew fond of the captain’s
mannerisms, humor and the entertaining
person he was. Losing Phil Harris is much
like what losing the character Kutner
from “House” was like, although this time
the sadness and loss are real and we won’t
be seeing any more of Harris after this
upcoming season. A nd after getting to
know Captain Phil, keeping the program
on the air doesn’t seem right. Sure, we
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free copy per reader. Additional
copies may be purchased for $1
each from the Department of
Student Media.
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Compiled by The Mix Staff

Clothes.
Borrowed
clothes are not
souvenirs.

Some Daily Gamecock staffer tips
“Sometimes it’s fine
to laugh during sex.
When he takes his
clothes off is not a
good time.”

“Just because it’s
in Cosmo doesn’t
mean it’s a good
idea.”

“There is no male
G-spot, and it’s
def i n itely not
near his prostate.”

“Two words: Trim it.”
“Don’t do sexting.”
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Hollywood classic stands test of time
‘Casablanca’ resurfaces
during romantic holiday
Jimmy Gilmore
MIX EDITOR

Among their seeming endless capabilities
as markers of our culture, films — more
specifically film genres — seem to inspire
plenty of marathons at certain times of the
year. Halloween is prone to screening blocks
of terrif ying classics, while Christmas
lends itself to a stable of heartwarming and
nostalgic looks at family spirit.
Valentine’s Day has its own group of
annual prerequisites, and Holly wood
is quick to offer new entries each year.
This weekend, for example, the studio
powers t hat be are pushing t he apt ly
named “Valentine’s Day” as a star-jammed
ensemble piece that tries to appeal to
literally every demographic.
W hile all couples clamor for a date
movie, that perfect two hours of escapist,
heartwarming entertainment replete with
the right balance of laughs and love, those
looking for something different should
dust off the DVD of one of Hollywood’s
perennial classics.
A d m i r e r s o f t e n d i s c u s s 19 4 2 ’s
“Casablanca” with a glazed over sense of
nostalgia. Its complex and honest look at
souls trying to find logic through love while
awash in the political web of North Africa
during World War II is indeed one of the
most beautiful movies to ever come out of
classic Hollywood.
It still sits atop many “best movies of all
time” lists nearly 70 years after its release,
but at a time of year when we’re anxious
to discuss the virtues and detriments of
love and its often material and superficial
gestures, it’s worth taking a peek inside
how “Casablanca” works, and why it’s worth
remaining on the list of annually screened
love stories.
Foremost , “Casabla nca” was never
supposed to be a success. It was a film like a
dozen other films, an assignment handed to
director Michael Curtiz, a great craftsman
who built his reputation as a filmmaker
who could excel in any genre — a man of
all trades.
It was shot f leetingly on the Warner
Bros. backstage sets, and while it employs
two major stars, Humphrey Bogart and
Ingrid Bergman, who at the time were
just emerging as players, no producer
thought “Casablanca” would do more than
serviceable business.
It’s perhaps this humble quality, this

sense of selflessness that gives the fi lm its
grace. It is in many ways a work devoid of
artistic flourish, one that conforms almost
totally to the normative aesthetic styles of
any Hollywood production of its time.
B u t w h a t ’s m o s t s t r i k i n g a b o u t
“Casablanca” is how it balances its love
story around the lingering threat of World
War II. Set in Morocco, a stopping port for
potential evacuees trying to make their way
out of war-torn Europe, the major concerns
of the competing powers of the war are
allegorically embodied in the film’s various
characters.
Tak ing t hat into considerat ion, t he
isolationist, bitter capitalist Rick (Bogart) is
the representation of America in the months
and years leading up to Pearl Harbor. The
story of Rick learning to overcome his
animosity towards ex-lover Ilsa to help her
and her revolutionist husband is the story of
America coming to terms with its inherent
obligation to help its allies in the war.
But again, “Casablanca” prem iered
in Nov. 1942, meaning its production
occurred mere months after A merica’s
entrance into the war. It just so happens
that this microcosmic allegory is also a love
story and a redemptive one at that.
And, spoiler warning, the two Hollywood
stars don’t end up together in the end.
Rick famously lets Ilsa get on the plane, a
Courtesy of Warner Bros.
conclusion that goes directly against the
Starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman, the 1942 classic about war and love, with
grain of any similar-minded picture of the
time — a majority of all Hollywood fi lms a nontraditional Hollywood ending, is a popular pick for any Valentine’s Day event.
ended with a couple embracing, regardless
of genre.
“ C a s a b l a n c a” s u r v i v e s a s o n e o f
Hol ly wood’s most loved mov ie s not
necessarily because of its artistry, which
it has plent y of in very subtle ways, or
because of any kind of innovation, but
because of the way it deals with America’s
international position at a pivotal moment
of its contemporary history.
It’s a love story about redemption and
humanity, to be sure, but it’s also about
nationalist pride. Unlike so many love
stories that have the eternal power of love
on their minds more than its incessant
complications, “Casablanca” extrapolates
the story of two individuals to the grand
scheme of historical ramification.
So if it’s true that movies can provide
us with emotional experiences and help
define how we perceive these emotions,
“Casablanca” created a space to imagine the
manifestations of selfless love.
Courtesy of Warner Bros.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Nearly 70 years after its release, “Casablanca” still ranks among the best movies of all time
despite creating only average expectations from the industry during its filming in 1942.

Lingerie that’s far from dull
DIY professional Erica Domesek shares ways
to ‘upcycle’ everyday bras into key fashion pieces
Lisa Gutierrez
MCT Campus

Courtesy of Classichollywooddivas.com

Scientifically proven, small details
like perfume make a big impact.

Courtesy of Mensfashion.com

A blazer and a collared shirt is a
combination guaranteed to wow.

Courtesy of Bmoss.com

No matter your daily style pull on
a dress Sunday and you’ll shine.

STYLE TIPS FOR IMPRESSING
YOUR DATE ON VALENTINE’S
Girls, guys: Dress appropriately,
classically to ensure romantic evening
Kelsey Pacer

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

Whether you’re in a long-term relationship or in
the fi rst stages of something new, Valentine’s Day
is the perfect time to make sure your sweetheart
knows that they’re lucky to have you. While your
Valentine should be attracted to you every day,
Sunday is an excuse to really knock their socks
off. Here are a few special somethings to make
Valentine’s Day something to remember:
For the girls:
Wear a dress: Even if you’re a jeans and T-shirt
kind of girl, throw on a dress for Sunday night
dinner. Three-quarter or long-sleeved dresses will
keep you looking great and feeling comfortable,
and sweater dresses are also very flattering. Your
extra effort is defi nitely going to be appreciated.

Perfume: Perfume is one of those little things
that is easy to forget from day-to-day. However,
a little fragrance can make a big impact — it’s
a proven fact that when people recall different
experiences, they can distinctly describe scents.
Put a bit of your favorite perfume on your pressure
points (behind the ears, wrists, and knees) and also
spritz some onto the Valentine’s Day card you’re
giving to your date.
For the guys:
Dress appropriately: When going out to a nice
restaurant or event, many guys don’t think twice
about throwing on a sweatshirt and jeans and
walking out the door. This Valentine’s Day, try
putting on a nice sweater and neat (unwrinkled)
jeans. Even better, a blazer and collared shirt is
guaranteed to look neat and appropriate. Just a
bit of extra thinking and coordination will make
a huge difference on the most romantic night of
the year.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Some of us have no budge
in our budget these days. We
don’t have $50 to spend on fancy
lingerie for Valentine’s Day, so
we jumped at the chance to score
some ideas from DIY doyenne
Erica Domesek on how to make
over bras we already have in our
lingerie drawer.
Domesek is all about
creative recycling. She calls it
“upcycling,” or making things
over i nto somet h i ng more
valuable or upscale than they
were in their fi rst life.
“I tell people that it’s designer
DI Y,” sa id t he profe s sion a l
crafter who lives in New York
City. “At the end of the day we
want great things, but we don’t
want to spend tons of money.”
She work s p r e do m i n a nt l y
b eh i nd t he s c ene s w it h t he
fashion industr y and some of
its biggest designers, mak ing
jewel r y a nd acce s sor ie s a nd
e mb el l i s h i n g it e m s u s e d i n
fashion shoots and ads.
“ You don’t t h i n k ab out it
when you see advertisements,”
she said. “Nobody ever stops to
think ‘Who made those denim
bows? Or those wire sculptures
for Anthropologie?’ I’ve always
been behind the scenes making
things.”
She was work ing at a
fash ion show when someone
compl i mented her on t he
n e c k l a c e s h e w a s w e a r i n g.
“Thanks,” she said. “P.S., I made
it.”
That gave her the name of her
DIY Web site, psimadethis.com,
and the name of a do-it-yourself
fashion book coming out in the
fall.

She recently filmed a series
of how-to videos for Modelinia.
com, a Web site for fash ion
mo del s . O ne of t he mo del s
helping with a video gave her the
idea of embellishing bras.
“I’m not someone who goes
out spending a lot of money on
expensive bras,” Domesek said.
“However, we started talk ing
about it, a nd we collect ively
came up with this idea of how it
would be really cool, instead of
dressing up the bra, to dress up
the straps.”
If you dress up t he st raps,
you can show them off under
strapless, off-the-shoulder and
asymmetrical tops, she says.
Here are three of her ideas:
Modern boho: Glue bits of
vintage lace or old lace doilies
to the straps in an overlapping
fashion. If you don’t have old
lace, stain new lace in tea. She
used hot glue for her projects,
but fabric glue holds up better
when the bras are handwashed,
she said.
Contemporar y chic: Handsew strands of rhinestones to
the straps. “I kind of drizzled
them on,” she said. You’ll find
rhinestones at craf t stores or
on l i ne at Web site s s uch a s
mjtrim.com, one of her favorite
sources for trim.
Rulebreaker: Honestly, this
one sounds a little, uh, nutt y.
Tie a bu nch of mini washers
and mini hex nuts to the straps
u si ng black r ibbon or t u l le.
Says Domesek , who get s her
inspirat ion from ever y where:
“I’m like a kid in a candy store at
the hardware store.”
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
IN THE RUSSELL HOUSE
What: Phi Mu Fundraiser
When: 10 a.m.
Where:

lobby

Russell House 2nd floor

What: Valentine’s Day Flower Sale
When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene

Street

SOFTBALL

College of Charleston
Friday
5 p.m.
Beckham Field
MEN’S BASKETBALL

What: Vagina Monologues

Information Table

When:11 a.m.
Where: Greene

SPORTS SCHEDULE

Street

Georgia
Saturday
4 p.m.
Athens, Ga.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

What: International Bible Study
When: 1 p.m.
Where: RH, Room

205

What: Richard Feynman

Symposium

Arkansas
Sunday
3 p.m.
Colonial Life Arena
MEN’S TENNIS

When: 2:30 p.m.
Where: Harper College,

Room

Gressette

What: College Democrats Camp

Elon
Sunday
1 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

Wellstone
When: 4:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 305

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
TODAY

TOMORROW

USC’S GOT TALENT
8 p.m., Free
Strom Thurmond Fitness and Wellness
Center

TEMPEST BEACH MUSIC CONCERT
7 p.m., $10
Hosted by Dupre Catering, 300 Senate St.

JOSH ROBERTS & THE HINGES, THE WHISKEY
GENTRY, AND HAVE GUN WILL TRAVEL
8:30 p.m., $8 over 21, $10 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

A SINGLE MAN
3 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

CROWNS
8 p.m., $25
Trustus Theatre, 520 Lady St.

6TH ANNUAL ABOUT FACE FACE-OFF
8 a.m. — 5 p.m., $30 entry fee
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.
NINJALOOT, DIVIDE THE SEA, STAND YOUR
GROUND, AND CITY UNDER FLAMES
5 p.m., $5 over 21, $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

02/12/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

put on the back burner your wishes known. No need
ARIES Rally your best you
long ago. Now is the time to to argue. Just ask for what you
friends behind you early today.
You need support as you reveal
your plans.

TAURUS Build on past
experience and effort now.
You see ways to get more
mileage from the energy you
expend.
GEMINI Bring all your
talents to the table as you
forge ahead with a new task.
But don’t push so hard that
you exhaust your body and
mind.
CANCER Fresh figures
land on your desk for
consideration. Verify that they
mesh the data you already
have.

LEO Revive an idea that

look it over, test its validity
and restore it to active duty.

VIRGO Use quiet time
early in the day to formulate
a plan. Keep the goal in sight.

L I BR A There is
tremendous power
elect rif y ing t he home
environment. Someone has an
idea that cannot wait to be put
into motion.
SCORPIO Everything
points toward a vacat ion.
Surprisingly, you’re also very
productive.
SAGITTARIUS Logic
takes over. You’ve been held
capt ive by t he desires of
others. Now it’s time to make

want.

C A PR ICOR N Put
the finishing touches on a
document, e-mail or other
correspondence. Today you
find just the right words.
AQUA R I US It’s not
too late to change your tune.
Co-workers may demand an
explanation. But you have
one ready, in the form of a
new dream that everyone can
embrace.
PISC ES A passionate
discussion could easily become
an argument if you allow it.
You might need a referee. Plan
your strategy ahead of time
and stick to your agenda.

02/12/10

Solution from 02/11/10

ACROSS
1 Blended
condiment
11 Tricked twin
15 She received a
Best Actress
nomination for “A
Man and a
Woman”
16 Not sharp
17 2005 award for
Leigh Ann
Hester, the ﬁrst
woman to win it
since WWII
18 “My word!”
19 Corner piece
20 Blind dates, e.g.
21 Youngsters
22 Auvers-sur-__,
where van Gogh
spent his ﬁnal
days
24 Prompter’s cue
26 Common front
28 Royale or Flying
Cloud
29 Bushmiller who
created the
comic “Nancy”
30 Campus big
shot, often
32 Finns’ neighbors
34 Take into
custody, in a way
36 “Toodles!”
37 Bikini feature in a
1960 hit
41 NASDAQ
neighborhood
45 Dizzy
46 Napoléon or
Yves, e.g.
48 Despicable sort
49 Parts of feet
52 Deal busters, at
times
53 New __
54 Magic 8 Ball
maker
56 “Joking!”
57 Author Hoag
58 Provide armed
forces for
60 Enclosed in
61 Weather station
gadget

62 Related business
products
63 Wooers, perhaps
DOWN
1 Like neon
2 Polyurethane
compound
3 Arrives at last
4 Word on a candy
heart
5 Turner and
others
6 Proofreader’s
mark
7 Moon Unit, to
Dweezil
8 Radio part
9 Is dramatically
revealed to, with
“at”
10 To the point
11 Opinion page
perspective
12 Foster title girl
13 Old rubber?
14 Rutherford’s
predecessor
23 Disneyland’s
Matterhorn, once
25 Fronton gear
27 Southern
address

Solution for 02/11/10

31 Rural mail letters
33 Took in
35 “Suspicion”
Oscar winner,
1941
37 Like some
consonants, as
the nasal “n”
38 Art that requires
a folder
39 McCartney hit
about his
relatives
40 Flautist
42 Soft coal

43 Slumber party?
44 R&D employees
47 Period of
selﬁndulgence
50 Samms and
Lazarus
51 Not likely to be
talked out of
55 High holy man?
59 Elmo’s color
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Ladies fall to State after
committing lane violation
USC’s game-tying free
throw goes for naught
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It’s an old cliché in sports — you always
see something you haven’t seen before.
That definitely rang true at Colonial Life
Arena last night for the Lady Gamecocks’
55-53 loss to Mississippi State.
Despite having blown two leads of six
or more points, despite having trailed by
as many as eight points just a little past
a minute prior and despite the fact that
they had struggled mightily shooting the
ball, USC still had a shot when Valerie
Nainima drove to the basket, got the
bucket and picked up the and-1 in the
process with 28 seconds left.
54-53. Nainima on the line with the
chance to be the hero (or goat) on the
night for Carolina.
She never even got the chance to
decide her fate. Before she could make the
attempt, teammate Charanee Stephens
fell into the lane. The violation costed
USC the possession.
“It was a mistake. It’s not going to

come down to that one play, but it was a
crucial part of the game,” Stephens said.
“It’s not anything I’m trying to think
about.”
The lane violation was just one of many
missed opportunities on the night for the
Gamecocks right up to the last play of the
night when freshman center Kelsey Bone
was unable to take an inbounds pass in
for a potential game-tying layup as time
expired.
“Very difficult,” USC coach Dawn
Staley said. “Very winnable game, but we
didn’t deserve to win.”
It was fitting that legendary USC
football commentator Bob Fulton was
sitting f loorside, because that’s what
the on-court action resembled — a fall
Saturday. It was an extremely physical
40 minutes of play, with several scrums
under the basket on rebounds, a few
rough-and-tumble jump balls and several
players wincing in pain throughout the
night.
Nainima led the Gamecocks with 15
points and Stephens and Ieasia Walker
each added 10.
After leading for the bulk of the first
half, USC (13-11, 6-6) went cold long
enough for State (16-9, 7-5) to grab a brief

21-19 lead before recovering for a 23-23
deadlock at halftime.
The Bulldogs continued to play well
coming out of the break, staking a 31-27
before USC rallied for a 36-31 advantage
on a 9-0 run. State then took over,
dominating en route to a 54-46 lead with
1:46 left.
USC still had some fight in them, a 5-0
run pulling them to within three, 54-51,
with just under a minute left in the game,
before the Nainima play brought them to
within a point.
After Stephens’ violation, USC was
unable to get a foul immediately, letting
21 seconds run off the game clock. With
another foul to give, the Gamecocks got
the seventh with five seconds left, and,
after Alexis Rack missed the back end of
the one-and-one, had the thwarted last
play.
“We got a very good shot at the basket,”
Staley said. “It didn’t come down to those
two plays.
“But certainly [those plays] had an
effect in the outcome of the game.”
Zack Plum / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Sophomore guard La’Keisha Sutton drives the lane
against Mississippi State on Thursday night.

Carolina takes on Bulldogs
Gamecocks face must-win situation
against struggling Georgia team
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Junior Sam Muldrow takes a shot Wednesday night
against Florida at the Colonial Life Arena.

Four days after a 79-53 drubbing at the hands of Tennessee,
the Gamecocks found themselves in dire need of a quality
win to keep any hopes of an at-large NCAA Tournament
bid alive.
And with Wednesday night’s 77-71 triumph over Florida,
Carolina got just that, taking another step toward going
dancing for the fi rst time since 2004.
“This one was huge for a lot of reasons. How we played
Saturday and coming out playing with pride is sort of
redeeming in terms of how you play,” USC coach Darrin
Horn said. “The fact that they were ahead of us in division
play and a potential NCAA team was big.”
As they move past this victory, however, the Gamecocks
(14-9, 5-4) again fi nd themselves in a must-win situation as
they prepare for an important road game against Georgia
(10-12, 2-7) tomorrow afternoon. To come out on top,
they’ll be looking for a group effort similar to the one
against the Gators.
“Our guys continued to fight and play and find a way
to win,” Horn said. “So many different guys were making
plays. Even the guys who didn’t score gave us good things.”

SOFTBALL BEGINS WITH
PALMETTO SHOWDOWN
Expectations are
high for start
of 2010 season
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

South Carolina softball
k ic k s of f t he 2010
campaign against College
of Charleston this evening
i n t he Pa l me t t o St at e
Showdown.
A nd t wo-t ime SEC
Coach of the Year Joyce
Compton , now entering
her 23rd season as USC’s
head sof tba l l coach, is
gear i ng up players to
know what to expect at the
beg in ning
o f
t h e
season.
“ W e
just have
to worr y
about t he
first game,”
Joyce
Compton
Compton
said. “If
we start
thinking too far down the
road, we are going to let a
game go here or there. We
just have to worry about
tak ing care of ourselves
from the first pitch on.”

From t he mou nd,
t he st af f is you ng but
experienced. Junior Ashley
Chastain and sophomore
Audrey Broyles w ill
lead the pitching staff.
Broyles is coming off a
tremendous 10-win season
and Chastain played well
in fall practice.
Sophomore K ier st y n
W h ite w i l l a nchor t he
rotation and try to build
off of her nine wins from
last year.
“Bot h Audrey and
Ashley are throwing the
ball well,” Compton said.
“ T h a t ’s w h a t I r e a l l y
like there. I think what
ever ybody else is doing
is prett y much what we
expected.”
Junior Laura Mendes’s
power f u l bat led t he
team last season with two
triples and eight doubles.
Sophomore Evan Childs,
the team leader in dingers,
will also be returning. She
led the squad last season
i n bat t i ng average a nd
slugging percentage.
“I think we’ve got pretty
good talent,” Compton
sa id. “ We’ve got some
inexperience. You just kind
of have to keep your fingers
crossed that everyone stays

healthy.”
A s w it h ever y new
season, there will be some
new faces on the squad.
B r i a n a H a m i lt o n a n d
Hannah Milks, both South
Carolina natives, will both
b e t r y i ng to m a ke big
contributions as freshmen.
“Briana Hamilton will
be a big power player for
us,” Compton said. “She
is young and she will look
like freshman sometimes,
and she’ll look like a senior
somet imes, but she can
crush the ball.”
In the upcoming
w e e k e n d t o u r n a m e nt ,
the Gamecocks will face
Wint hrop, Furman and
Charleston Southern.
“The talent is actually
getting a lot better in our
state, wh ich is n ice for
all of us,” Compton said.
“I think the tournament
could turn into a nice little
dea l b ec au se you h ave
something to play for at the
beginning of the season.”
First pitch is scheduled
for 5 p.m. at Beck ha m
Field.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu

One of the guys making plays has been junior forward
Sam Muldrow. Over the last four games the Florence native
is averaging a double-double with 12.5 points per game and
11.5 rebounds per game, giving Carolina a post-presence it’s
been in serious need of.
“Sam has been really good for a couple of weeks now.
I thought he was outstanding,” Horn said. “He gave us
presence. Again, it goes back to the total team effort and
continuing to build our program. There’s a guy that’s
playing really well for us.”
The Gamecocks will be look ing for anot her stellar
performance from All-SEC point guard Devan Downey.
The senior is now averaging 30.1 points per game since the
start of conference play and managed to score 24 against
Florida despite playing with a rolled ankle. Putting up 33
in his last meeting with the Bulldogs, Downey will likely be
the center of attention on Saturday.
“He’s at his best when his mindset is, ‘I’m going to go be
the player on the floor and prove it to everybody on both
ends,’” Horn said. “I’ve said it over and over before that what
makes Devan special is what makes all special players who
they are. He can dominate a game and change it on both
ends of the floor. He’s at his best when he’s doing that.”
Tipoff is at 4 p.m. in Athens, Ga.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Tennis takes on Elon Phoenix
as conference action looms large
Gamecocks look to dodge
upsets in final two matchups
to finish nonconference play
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

favored Gamecocks.
“They’re a good team. They lost to us
4-3 a year before last. They beat us in
all three doubles a year ago. They’re just
capable of playing really well,” DeMars
said. They’re probably the best smaller
school in the Southeast.
They’re very talented and
if we’re not ready for that
match we’ll be in trouble.”
To prevail in t he last
stretch of nonconference
play, the Gamecocks will
need contributions from
Johannes everyone without relying on
Pulsfort
No. 1 singles and doubles
player, senior Diego Cubas,
to win every time. In the match against
N.C State, junior Johannes Pulsfort and
freshman Alexander Kostanov came up big
for USC. DeMars hopes they’ll stay strong
as teams like Elon and Appalachian State,
whom USC faces Feb. 27, try to sneak up on
the higher ranked Carolina squad.
“Those are the kind of the matches we
need now. You get the same amount of
points for winning one as you do six. On
any given day, any spot can win or lose.
We just have to be in a situation where
everyone contributes,” DeMars said. “In
this particular match some of the other
people contributed. That’s just the way
you have to look at it. I don’t want to be
in a position where I rely on the same
people all year. We need the whole team to
contribute.”

It’s a dangerous point in the season now
for the South Carolina tennis team, as the
Gamecocks have begun looking toward
where they’ll fi nish up the nonconference
portion of their schedule.
Coming off a very close 4-3 win over
N.C. State in which the Gamecocks were
able to knock off a Wolfpack team ranked
just one spot behind them, USC will now
take on two smaller schools in its next two
matches.
“The next two teams we’re going to play
are teams that people consider smaller
schools and yet they’re in the rankings and
they’re good teams. So what you do is you
take them lightly and you get yourself in
trouble,” USC coach Kent DeMars said.
“They’ve got to know what we’re training
for now is to get ready for SEC play and
if you don’t give it 100 percent then we’re
not going to be that successful. So they’ve
really got to get their acts together now.
All the areas that are giving them a few
problems, they’ve got to shore up.”
On Sunday, the Elon Phoenix will pay
the Gamecocks a visit looking to catch
them off guard following the N.C State
match. Though No. 74 Elon is a smaller
school from the Southern Conference, Comments on this story?
they still have the capabilities to upend the E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Apartments
Why wait for buses ? Live near USC &
walk to classes. rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Help Wanted
Instructors

PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

Housing-Rent
906 Texas St. 3BR 2BA - Very nice energy eff. $950 Call Jeff @ 238-9185.
4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to USC $300/mo.
Call 463-5129

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED NOW!!
PT Hours. Must have excellent
speaking voice! Earn $200- $500/wk.

Free cell phone!
Call 803-238-5780

Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

NOW HIRING!
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.
Free Training and Certification. Email
Jim Reiser @
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com
your current availability,
background/qualifications, and if you
will be here for the summer.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

SGTV

For Students.
By Students.

1g0am0e%
co c k

TV

all day
everyday.

4

CAMPUS
CHANNEL

Major credit cards accepted

